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Snapshot
Cross-asset pricing has recently been challenging our reflationary outlook. When we first discussed the prospects
for reflation about a year ago, we identified a number of key factors. Top of the list was the substantial and
synchronous monetary and fiscal stimulus combined with an eventual reopening of the economy that would be
very positive for growth. We expected activity to rebound strongly coming out of the original lockdowns and then
to be reinforced with vaccines and even more fiscal stimulus from the US following the “blue wave” elections. As
these factors began to play out, reflationary positioning performed very well through the first quarter of this year.
The second quarter started with a pause in the upward momentum for yields, which had risen sharply in the first
quarter on a reflationary consensus following the ultra-low rates in the darkest days of the pandemic. Many crossasset price movements have also reversed course, including a return to global rates compression, a stronger dollar
and a rotation from value back to growth. These reversals could simply indicate that profit takers have moved in
after some successful trades, or more worryingly, the changes could be foreshadowing a more disappointing
growth scenario. There is little doubt that price pressures have been running hot but a breakdown of the
components driving recent inflation indicate that much of it seems more driven by supply disruption than sustained
higher demand. This weighs against persistent inflationary pressures but also, to some extent, the argument for
reflation.
The combination of monetary and fiscal stimulus, unprecedented in terms of size and scope, has been effective in
supporting economies through the worst of the pandemic. However, emergency government policies in
themselves do not create sustainable demand and growth because of their inherently temporary nature. At some
point, organic growth needs to retake the lead in the shadow of the pandemic as government policies are gradually
reduced. Have we turned negative on growth? No, but we do believe that the world has yet to come to the
realisation that demand patterns may not return to a sense of normalcy for some time, which is why we adjust our
outlook for potential volatility ahead.

Cross-asset1
We downgraded our view on growth assets to neutral, after having been overweight for some time, while also
lifting our view on defensive assets to just slightly negative. We are still fundamentally constructive on global
growth prospects but expect the period ahead to be more challenging as the world comes to terms with a
pandemic that is proving difficult to vanquish, even as vaccinations grow rapidly. Our reflationary view has been
premised on extraordinary monetary and fiscal stimulus supporting the global economy through the worst of the
pandemic and then leading to a successful vaccine-driven reopening. The eventual release of pent-up demand and
excess savings would lead to exceptional growth—and possibly inflation.
However, increasing uncertainty surrounding consumers’ willingness to spend in the face of the new Delta variant
may delay a return to more “normal” patterns of demand. Potentially weaker demand in Asia as China’s credit
impulse turns negative may also be a headwind. As a result, the “reflation trade” that we have championed for the
last year is less clear cut and potentially losing traction. We have reduced our view on developed market (DM)
equities and listed infrastructure while lifting our view on higher income growth assets such as emerging market
(EM) bonds and high yield. We also reduced our view on inflation assets and, to a lesser extent, our investment
grade (IG) credit, in turn upgrading our view on DM sovereign bonds.
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The Multi Asset team’s cross-asset views are expressed at three different levels: (1) growth versus defensive, (2) cross asset within growth and
defensive assets, and (3) relative asset views within each asset class. These levels describe our research and intuition that asset classes behave
similarly or disparately in predictable ways, such that cross-asset scoring makes sense and ultimately leads to more deliberate and robust
portfolio construction.

1

Asset Class Hierarchy (Team View1)

1The

asset classes or sectors mentioned herein are a reflection of the portfolio manager’s current view of the investment strategies taken on
behalf of the portfolio managed. The research framework is divided into 3 levels of analysis. The scores presented reflect the team’s view of each
asset relative to others in its asset class. Scores within each asset class will average to neutral, with the exception of Commodity. These comments
should not be constituted as an investment research or recommendation advice. Any prediction, projection or forecast on sectors, the economy
and/or the market trends is not necessarily indicative of their future state or likely performances.

Research views
Growth assets
The thesis for reflationary growth is driven by a cyclical increase in demand where the US consumer remains
critically important. Given the large amounts of stimulus to date and the sense that COVID-19 would present more
of a pause than a structural headwind, reflationary growth had been a high conviction outcome. This has largely
played out as predicted, but as US consumers have begun to tighten their belts—both for the waning stimulusdriven release of pent-up demand and renewed concerns for the Delta variant, the reflationary outlook is less
certain.
Importantly, consumers reacted to higher prices driven by supply chain bottlenecks and higher demand. University
of Michigan surveys show that higher prices are reducing plans for future purchases of housing and vehicles.
Naturally, consumers would rather not pay for items that cost significantly more just months ago, but it also
demonstrates that consumers lack visibility for future income prospects, and are perhaps happier to keep excess
savings intact rather than spend in light of uncertainty.
Small businesses are not much different. With record low interest rates, plentiful liquidity and generous fiscal
packages, one could have imagined strong prospects for a capital expenditure (capex) boom. However, just as
demand remains cautious, so is investment—banks are reporting large increases in deposits but only tepid loan
demand. The small business capex plan is far from upbeat.
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No doubt, the rapid spread of the Delta variant is contributing to the sense of uncertainty. While we can take
comfort that vaccines are protecting against hospitalisation and deaths, it is more difficult to say that we are firmly
exiting the crisis. New restrictions in some countries—even among the vaccinated—is deflating hopes that COVID19 will soon be behind us, which leaves future patterns of demand and investment still uncertain.
This is not to say that the recovery will completely stall, but it does reduce the trajectory which will have to be
repriced into growth assets, where pockets may be fully priced. Value positions leveraged to reflationary growth are
marginally less attractive, while “growth assets” such as technology could continue their dominance over value
assets over the near-term. However, over the longer term, growth assets are also vulnerable to rising rates as the US
Federal Reserve (Fed) nears the end of its cycle of extreme accommodation.
Revisiting US equity and earnings growth
US equity markets have a growth bias compared to other DM equities based on their sector composition. We often
describe growth segments of the market as secular growth, meaning that they are less influenced by the economic
cycle than structural factors such as technological disruption. For instance, the last decade witnessed growing
digitalisation in daily life (e.g. online socialisation, e-payment and e-commerce) and working places (e.g. remote
working, cloud computing, and industrial automation). Companies in growth sectors tend to have higher
revenue/earnings projections, compared to value stocks.
While we typically describe cyclical versus secular growth themes, there is also a third category—defensives—that
does not exhibit secular growth but is also less sensitive to the economic cycle. Think consumer staples, utilities and
real estate. These characteristics are well illustrated by earnings per share (EPS) projections as shown in Chart 1.
During 1H20, all sectors saw earnings downgrades in the depths of the COVID-19 pandemic. However, defensive
sectors were much more resilient than cyclicals, while growth even accelerated, driven at least partly by stimulus
and shifting demand focused on goods and working from home. Of course, while stimulus was plentiful and
successful restrictions were followed by the promise of vaccines, EPS upgrades for cyclicals were quite significant in
the second half of last year.
Chart 1: US Equity EPS Forecast 2020
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For 2021, cyclicals have experienced the strongest EPS upgrades, while growth has also fared quite well—again,
partly driven by stimulus and the release of pent-up demand. As one would expect, defensives showed the least
impressive upgrades.
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Chart 2: US Equity EPS Forecast 2021
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Earnings ultimately drive price over the long term, but the direction of rates is also a very important near-term driver
of price in terms of the multiple that investors are willing to pay for future earnings. In Q1, rates lifted quite
significantly, driving down the multiple on growth assets, while cyclicals fared much better because of their
significantly smaller multiples and strong earnings prospects. Rates stabilised and then compressed in Q2, returning
the preference for growth assets over cyclical value.
Moving forward, if cyclical growth moderates as we expect and rates begin to rise on expectations of central bank
tightening, it makes us more cautious on equity assets in general where defensive exposures may prove more
resilient than either growth or cyclical assets.
Conviction views on growth assets
•

•

•

DM equities downgraded to neutral: Growth data has likely peaked both for the
waning stimulus boost to demand and fresh headwinds driven by the Delta variant.
We are still constructive on the continuation of the recovery. But given the strength
of the rally to date against potentially negative surprises ahead, we believe a neutral
position is more appropriate.
Even prospects for growth versus value: Given the dynamic of slowing growth
prospects, rates have compressed and growth has made a comeback. Our view is that
given some of the headwinds, stimulus may fail to achieve the break-out trajectory
required to support the reflation trade. Thus, we have increased our favourable view
of the US where tech benefits from lower growth while reducing reflationary
positions in Europe and Japan. We have also become more constructive on Australia
and Singapore which tend to be more defensive.
Adding to China: The regulatory crackdown is concerning for fintech and ecommerce plays, but given the extraordinary valuation gap of the broader market
relative to the rest of the world and authorities’ desire to tame but not kill the public
markets, we added to China while marginally downgrading our views on EMEA,
which is more vulnerable to negative surprise on global growth.

Defensive assets
Our view on defensive assets has improved marginally although we are still cautious. Global central bank policy
continues to support economic recovery and remains in a highly accommodative state for now. While the time is
approaching for officials to begin outlining a retreat from these policies later this year, the massive quantitative
easing (QE) purchases continue to support global bonds. Consumer price pressures are evident in recent inflation
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releases although the jury is still out on whether this will have a lasting impact or prove to be mostly transitory.
Altogether, we remain constructive on global bonds in the near term but remain on alert for any shifts in policy
from the Fed.
Global credit spreads were barely changed over the month, but lower benchmark government yields once again
helped deliver strong returns. Spread compensation for credit risk is at very low levels historically and leaves little
room for any disappointments on managing the pandemic or less favourable economic outcomes. This leads us to
temper our positive view on investment grade credit and take a more upbeat view again on sovereign bonds.
Global real yields have followed nominal government bond yields lower over the last month while break-even rates
have remained in narrow ranges. US 10-year real yields are now sitting at historically negative levels and are unlikely
to remain this sharply negative through an expected transition in central bank policy to a less accommodative
setting in future. As real yields eventually become less negative, both inflation-linked bonds (ILBs) and gold returns
will be under pressure. We downgraded our view on inflation assets to slightly negative amongst our defensive
sectors.
US debt ceiling shenanigans
Every few years, the US undertakes a legislative process to agree on a new debt limit that puts a ceiling on how
much the federal government can legally borrow. The debt ceiling was last addressed in August 2019 when it was
suspended for two years. That period ended on 31 July 2021 and without a new agreement to raise or suspend the
debt ceiling prior, the debt limit was reinstated on 1 August at a level that covered all borrowing undertaken during
the suspension. The consequence of failing to address the debt ceiling is that the US Treasury Department can no
longer issue new debt to cover spending. However, as bad as this sounds, any potential lasting damage to US
finances is still several months away.
The reason for this is that the Treasury can utilise “extraordinary measures” which allows it to continue refinancing
its debt and spending as if nothing has changed. This temporary state, however, cannot continue indefinitely which
means that eventually the US Congress needs to raise (or suspend) the debt limit. Failing to do so can result in the
government running out of funds to make good on its obligations such as payments to workers or service providers
and ultimately being unable to repay debt as it comes due.
In this current episode of debt ceiling drama, the so-called “X Date”, the day on which the US government can no
longer fulfil its financial obligations, is estimated to occur sometime in October or November this year. Although
there is a lot of water to go under the bridge from now until then, the highly partisan nature of US politics is likely to
take something that should be a routine legislative exercise and turn it into a potentially damaging spectacle for
markets.
To be clear, we have been here before with two notable debt ceiling battles back in 2011 and 2013 which allows us
to survey how markets reacted to each of these. Chart 3 shows how US equities and Treasuries reacted during the
crisis in 2011. The X Date in this case was projected to be 2 August and a deal was struck to raise the debt ceiling on
31 July with only two days to spare. While a default was avoided, the credit-rating agency Standard & Poor’s had
seen enough and downgraded the US government, taking away its long-held AAA rating a few days later. The
equity market’s reaction was harsh, falling by 17% from the high in July over this period. However, Treasuries stayed
true to their negatively-correlated role with equities and yields fell, perhaps surprisingly, as the uncertainty was
directly related to the creditworthiness of US Treasuries themselves.
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Chart 3: US equities and Treasuries in 2011
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The debt ceiling showdown in 2013 took longer and had a few more twists and turns. Chart 4 shows how US
equities and treasuries reacted during the crisis in 2013. This redux of debt ceiling politics began in January 2013
when the government reached its debt ceiling set at the conclusion of the 2011 negotiations. The initial response
was to suspend the debt ceiling in February for three months such that the debt ceiling became fixed again in May
with a longer-term solution still not agreed. Then began a period similar to the one the US is in right now where the
ceiling was fixed, and the government was using extraordinary measures to carry on. The X Date in 2013 was also
projected to be in October and it went down to the wire again before the debt ceiling was suspended finally in midOctober. While there were no subsequent credit-rating agency actions this time, the government went into a partial
shutdown in early October to conserve funds and avoid a technical default. Unlike in 2011, equities maintained
strong performance for most of this period (although with heightened volatility) and Treasuries weakened.
Chart 4: US equities and Treasuries in 2013
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While the debt ceiling crises of 2011 and 2013 may be helpful in understanding the political strategies the two
parties are likely to employ in 2021, market reactions were mixed and not very definitive. However, it does seem
clear that equity markets reacted negatively in the weeks prior to the respective X Dates and political posturing was
at its height. US Treasuries played their risk mitigation role during these bouts of equity weakness but yields also
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rose significantly during the May-October 2013 period when negotiations were ongoing. The parallels seem slightly
stronger between this year and the 2013 crisis given the protracted drama that unfolded then and is occurring now.
But once again it is not definitive, and the make-up of the US Congress is different now with the Democrats holding
a majority in the House and the narrowest of majorities in the Senate. We expect this issue to be more of a sleeper
for markets that will only rear its head as we approach October.
Conviction views on defensive assets
•

China bonds still the pick of sovereigns: China’s government bonds offer higher yields
and lower volatility than traditional developed market sovereign bonds and the
recent reserve requirement ratio (RRR) cut may be the first step towards easier
monetary policy.
Shorten duration in dollar-bloc bonds: The Fed is closing in on a plan to begin
tapering its bond purchases as numerous Fed officials begin to speak publicly in
support of tapering this year.

•
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Important information: This document is prepared by Nikko Asset Management Co., Ltd. and/or its affiliates (Nikko AM) and is for distribution
only under such circumstances as may be permitted by applicable laws. This document does not constitute personal investment advice or a
personal recommendation and it does not consider in any way the objectives, financial situation or needs of any recipients. All recipients are
recommended to consult with their independent tax, financial and legal advisers prior to any investment.
This document is for information purposes only and is not intended to be an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell any investments or
participate in any trading strategy. Moreover, the information in this document will not affect Nikko AM’s investment strategy in any way. The
information and opinions in this document have been derived from or reached from sources believed in good faith to be reliable but have not
been independently verified. Nikko AM makes no guarantee, representation or warranty, express or implied, and accepts no responsibility or
liability for the accuracy or completeness of this document. No reliance should be placed on any assumptions, forecasts, projections, estimates or
prospects contained within this document. This document should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own
judgment. Opinions stated in this document may change without notice.
In any investment, past performance is neither an indication nor guarantee of future performance and a loss of capital may occur. Estimates of
future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realised. Investors should be able to withstand the loss of any principal
investment. The mention of individual securities, sectors, regions or countries within this document does not imply a recommendation to buy or
sell.
Nikko AM accepts no liability whatsoever for any loss or damage of any kind arising out of the use of all or any part of this document, provided
that nothing herein excludes or restricts any liability of Nikko AM under applicable regulatory rules or requirements.
All information contained in this document is solely for the attention and use of the intended recipients. Any use beyond that intended by Nikko
AM is strictly prohibited.
Japan: The information contained in this document pertaining specifically to the investment products is not directed at persons in Japan nor is it
intended for distribution to persons in Japan. Registration Number: Director of the Kanto Local Finance Bureau (Financial Instruments firms) No.
368 Member Associations: The Investment Trusts Association, Japan/Japan Investment Advisers Association.
United Kingdom and rest of Europe: This document is communicated by Nikko Asset Management Europe Ltd, which is authorised and regulated
in the United Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority (the FCA) (FRN 122084). This document constitutes a financial promotion for the
purposes of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended) (FSMA) and the rules of the FCA in the United Kingdom, and is directed at
professional clients as defined in the FCA Handbook of Rules and Guidance.
United States: This document may not be duplicated, quoted, discussed or otherwise shared without prior consent. Any offering or distribution
of a Fund in the United States may only be conducted via a licensed and registered broker-dealer or a duly qualified entity. Nikko Asset
Management Americas, Inc. is a United States Registered Investment Adviser.
Singapore: This document is for information to institutional investors as defined in the Securities and Futures Act (Chapter 289), and
intermediaries only. Nikko Asset Management Asia Limited (Co. Reg. No. 198202562H) is regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.
Hong Kong: This document is for information to professional investors as defined in the Securities and Futures Ordinance, and intermediaries
only. The contents of this document have not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission or any regulatory authority in Hong
Kong. Nikko Asset Management Hong Kong Limited is a licensed corporation in Hong Kong.
New Zealand: This document is issued in New Zealand by Nikko Asset Management New Zealand Limited (Company No. 606057, FSP22562). It is
for the use of wholesale clients, researchers, licensed financial advisers and their authorised representatives only.
Kingdom of Bahrain: The document has not been approved by the Central Bank of Bahrain which takes no responsibility for its contents. No
offer to the public to purchase the Strategy will be made in the Kingdom of Bahrain and this document is intended to be read by the addressee
only and must not be passed to, issued to, or shown to the public generally.
Kuwait: This document is not for general circulation to the public in Kuwait. The Strategy has not been licensed for offering in Kuwait by the
Kuwaiti Capital Markets Authority or any other relevant Kuwaiti government agency. The offering of the Strategy in Kuwait on the basis a private
placement or public offering is, therefore, restricted in accordance with Decree Law No. 7 of 2010 and the bylaws thereto (as amended). No
private or public offering of the Strategy is being made in Kuwait, and no agreement relating to the sale of the Strategy will be concluded in
Kuwait. No marketing or solicitation or inducement activities are being used to offer or market the Strategy in Kuwait.
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia: This document is communicated by Nikko Asset Management Europe Ltd (Nikko AME), which is authorised and
regulated by the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended) (FSMA) and the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority (the FCA) in the
United Kingdom (the FCA Rules). This document should not be reproduced, redistributed, or sent directly or indirectly to any other party or
published in full or in part for any purpose whatsoever without a prior written permission from Nikko AME.
This document does not constitute investment advice or a personal recommendation and does not consider in any way the suitability or
appropriateness of the subject matter for the individual circumstances of any recipient. In providing a person with this document, Nikko AME is
not treating that person as a client for the purposes of the FCA Rules other than those relating to financial promotion and that person will not
therefore benefit from any protections that would be available to such clients.
Nikko AME and its associates and/or its or their officers, directors or employees may have or have had positions or material interests, may at any
time make purchases and/or sales as principal or agent, may provide or have provided corporate finance services to issuers or may provide or
have provided significant advice or investment services in any investments referred to in this document or in related investments. Relevant
confidential information, if any, known within any company in the Nikko AM group or Sumitomo Mitsui Trust Holdings group and not available
to Nikko AME because of regulations or internal procedure is not reflected in this document. The investments mentioned in this document may
not be eligible for sale in some states or countries, and they may not be suitable for all types of investors.
Oman: The information contained in this document nether constitutes a public offer of securities in the Sultanate of Oman as contemplated by
the Commercial companies law of Oman (Royal decree 4/74) or the Capital Markets Law of Oman (Royal Decree80/98, nor does it constitute an
offer to sell, or the solicitation of any offer to buy non-Omani securities in the Sultanate of Oman as contemplated by Article 139 of the Executive
Regulations to the Capital Market law (issued by Decision No. 1/2009). This document is not intended to lead to the conclusion of any contract of
whatsoever nature within the territory of the Sultanate of Oman.
Qatar (excluding QFC): The Strategies are only being offered to a limited number of investors who are willing and able to conduct an
independent investigation of the risks involved in an investment in such Strategies. The document does not constitute an offer to the public and
should not be reproduced, redistributed, or sent directly or indirectly to any other party or published in full or in part for any purpose whatsoever
without a prior written permission from Nikko Asset Management Europe Ltd (Nikko AME). No transaction will be concluded in your jurisdiction
and any inquiries regarding the Strategies should be made to Nikko AME.
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United Arab Emirates (excluding DIFC): This document and the information contained herein, do not constitute, and is not intended to
constitute, a public offer of securities in the United Arab Emirates and accordingly should not be construed as such. The Strategy is only being
offered to a limited number of investors in the UAE who are (a) willing and able to conduct an independent investigation of the risks involved in
an investment in such Strategy, and (b) upon their specific request.
The Strategy has not been approved by or licensed or registered with the UAE Central Bank, the Securities and Commodities Authority or any
other relevant licensing authorities or governmental agencies in the UAE. This document is for the use of the named addressee only and should
not be given or shown to any other person (other than employees, agents or consultants in connection with the addressee's consideration
thereof).
No transaction will be concluded in the UAE and any inquiries regarding the Strategy should be made to Nikko Asset Management Europe Ltd.
Republic of Korea: This document is being provided for general information purposes only, and shall not, and under no circumstances is, to be
construed as, an offering of financial investment products or services. Nikko AM is not making any representation with respect to the eligibility of
any person to acquire any financial investment product or service. The offering and sale of any financial investment product is subject to the
applicable regulations of the Republic of Korea. Any interests in a fund or collective investment scheme shall be sold after such fund is registered
under the private placement registration regime in accordance with the applicable regulations of the Republic of Korea, and the offering of such
registered fund shall be conducted only through a locally licensed distributor.
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